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Dear MY World Family & Friends
It is another new year and we are seeing a lot of good things happening at MY
World Preschool.

CHIEF EDITOR
Phyllis Tan
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Firstly, I am heartened to see our children reaching across the generations. Our
feature story on children from MY World @ Kang Ching visiting the NTUC Health
Silver Circle (Taman Jurong) reminds us why it is important not only to respect
our elders but to make time for them and interact with them.

EDITORIAL TEAM
Celine Lim
Simon Kearney
Dan Marquez

Parent Eric Lim reminds us of the importance of spending time with our children.
I’m pleased to welcome Eric, his wife Doris and their son Jared into the MY World
family at Sembawang Drive.

PUBLISHED BY

We’ve expanded our network to 26 centres and in this edition we feature the
newly opened MY World @ Upper Serangoon View. Our centre upgrading
continues and here we provide snapshots of the newly refurbished MY World
@ Admiralty.
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60 Stevens Road Singapore 257854
(65) 6839 8188
ccadmin@myworld.org.sg
www.myworld.org.sg

MY World welcomes your feedback.
Please send all emails to
ccadmin@myworld.org.sg
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Learning About
Respect For
Our Elders

For advertising queries, please contact
celine.lim@myworld.org.sg

“

I AM heartenED to see our children
reaching across the generations. our
feature story this edition reminds
us why it is important not only TO
respect our elders but to make time
for them and interact with them.”

The Happenings section has been revamped to focus on MY World curriculum
and how the themes support our children’s learning journey. This quarter, it is
“The World I Live In” unpacking the learning experiences of having a picnic.
Next quarter we embark on “The World We Live In” where children will look at
topics like cultures, occupations and places of interests, kindness and giving to
others, and caring for the environment with a particular look at recycling and
conservation.
I hope you enjoy the first edition of our MY World magazine for 2016 and I look
forward to sharing more great stories in the second quarter.

Phyllis Tan

Director, MY World Preschool
ED & CEO, Metropolitan YMCA

MY World Centres

Admiralty • Ang Mo Kio • Ang Mo Kio
Central • Bishan • Boon Keng • Bukit
Panjang • Canberra • Compassvale
Ancilla • Hougang • Kang Ching • Leng
Kee • Pasir Ris • Sembawang Drive •
Simei • Sims • Stevens • St George’s •
Stevens • Tampines Central • Tampines
Changkat • Tampines North • Tiong
Bahru View • Upper Serangoon View •
Woodlands • Woodlands Circle • Yishun
• Yishun Northland

The opinions expressed in this publication are the writers’ own and may not necessarily
represent the views of the organisation as a whole. No part of this publication may be
reproduced in whole or part without prior permission. All rights reserved.
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ELDER CARE VISIT

Heart

Heart
SHARING FROM WITHIN

MY World @ Kang Ching

do
“ I felt Good to
something nice.”
n, K2

- Cayden Ta

Children from MY WORLD @ Kang Ching
treat Senior Citizens to a Lion Dance

C
“ The Elderly were
delighted by
the performances.”
h Silver
- Amy Chua, NTUC Healt
Supervisor
Circle (Taman Jurong)

hildren from MY World @ Kang Ching welcomed
the year of the monkey by entertaining a group
of senior citizens at the NTUC Health Silver Circle
(Taman Jurong) on February 19 in an excursion
designed to expose them to the tradition of respecting
elders.
There’s nothing more special than a moment where the
young and the elderly come together. Spending time with
the elderly allows for personal development of the children
as it instils values such as respect and compassion in them.

elderly and bond with them. MY World @ Kang Ching
principal Grace Vijayan said it was important for the children
to learn to feel comfortable around their elders.
“In this fast-moving society we consider this very essential
as we want our children to accept the elderly and be
comfortable with them through interaction,” Ms Vijayan
said, “interaction is the main objective.”
This acceptance will allow the children to grow into
thoughtful and well-mannered young individuals.

As rain began to fall in the morning of February 19th, a
group of giggling and excited children arrived ready to
entertain the elderly residents.

“These seeds we plant now will bear fruits in their future,”
Ms Vijayan said.

The senior citizens who were in for a treat welcomed
the visit of 16 K1 and K2 children. In addition to the lion
dance, the children performed songs, dance routines and
played a game of “Pass-the-Parcel” with the residents. The
performances and dances lasted for around an hour and
everyone thoroughly enjoyed themselves.

“In thiS FAST-MOViNG SOCiETY WE CONSiDER THiS VERY
ESSENTiAL AS WE WANT OUR CHILDREN TO ACCEPT
THE ELDERLY AND BE COMFORTABLE WITH THEM
through interaction.”

It was a great opportunity for the children to meet the
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Heart

MY World LOOK
@ KangLIKE
Ching

The NTUC Health Silver Circle (Taman Jurong) supervisor
Amy Chua said her clients enjoyed the visit immensely and
believed that it would give them a huge boost both mentally
and spiritually.
“They were delighted by the performances. It brought back
memorable moments. Many of the residents recalled their
younger days with their own children and the happy times
they spent together, especially during the Chinese New
Year festivities,” she said.
K2 children Zeroy Heng and Cayden Tan said they were glad
to make the elderly happy.
“It felt good to do something nice,” Cayden said.
The excursion proved to be beneficial for both the children
and the elderly. The more time they spent together, the
more they learnt from each other. The children left the
elder care more conscious of the elderly.
This was just one of many such excursions enjoyed by the
children, and highlighted one of MY World’s core values:
“respect”.

ELDER CARE VISIT

Heart

MY World @ Kang Ching

“Respect for self and others; of diversity among people,”
said Ms Vijayan.
Ms Vijayan shared a similar annual activity that conformed
with their mission of building strong communities.
“We send letters to parents as an invitation for them to
provide provisions to needy families,” she said, “In June
this year, the children will be involved in the collection of
these provisions.”
Ms Vijayan was pleased to have received a lot of
encouragement and support from parents who were happy
the school was providing a platform for children to sing,
play and interact with people two or three generations
apart.
She hopes to partner with the NTUC Health Silver Circle
more often in the continual effort to get the children
connected with community involvement.
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Parent’s STORY

Home

Making Quality Time Count

E

ric Lim is a big believer in “bonding” or spending
quality time with children to help them learn and feel
secure as they grow up.

Home
WHERE HAPPINESS

DWELLS

“HE LIKES EVERY
ONE OF
THE TEACHERS, AN
D
THE PRINCIPAL.”
- Eric Lim,

Parent

The construction materials salesman said he thought MY
World’s teaching system was one of the reasons that his
son was happy there.

But when the 42-year-old’s son Jared entered MY
World @ Sembawang Drive late last year, they already had
two less than satisfactory experiences with child care and
were somewhat apprehensive for a third.

“They are caring for him and playing with him,” he said.

Fortunately for Mr Lim and his wife Doris, their three-yearold Jared was welcomed into a warm, caring and playful
environment.

Mr Lim said when Jared is not at child care, he tries to
spend as much time as possible with him.

MY World @ Sembawang Drive’s principal, Patricia Tham
said that they conduct orientations that allow parents
to voice their concerns to ensure that they feel secure in
enrolling their child to the centre.
Mr Lim said his son finds the Sembawang centre to be a fun,
enjoyable space where he is encouraged to learn through
play.

“They need attention, a lot of attention.
I believe bonding is very important.”

Ms Tham and the teachers at the Sembawang Drive centre
work as a team to care for the children. They assist the
children in settling down and becoming confident.
“It’s the best one, he’s very happy. He likes every one of the
teachers, and the principal,” Mr Lim said.

Young Jared, a cheerful and diligent child, has now been
attending the centre for four months.

He says that kids want parents to accompany them
wherever they are, whether it is through physical games,
watching movies or playing on the iPad.
“If you leave him to play by himself he’s not very happy,”
he said, “They need attention, a lot of attention. I believe
bonding is very important.”
Ms Tham is a firm believer of the same. She believes that
parents have to spend time with their children by having
meals together and watching television shows and talking
about them.
The centre organises events and excursions where parents and teachers talk about the children.
“The teachers and parents share thoughts on the child’s
strengths and weaknesses to keep both parties informed
about the child’s progress,” said Ms Tham.
Family quality time is as important as the children’s education, and the teachers ensure that the children have a
good balance of both.
In fact, MY World will be celebrating its Family Day on 30
July this year, which will give parents, teachers and children a chance to come together. This event will encourage and allow for bonding within families, as parents will
be given the opportunity to be involved in their child’s
journey at MY World.

MY World welcomes your story! If you have
something to share and would like it featured
here, you may send your contribution to
ccadmin@myworld.org.sg.
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Home

Fun and free activities for you and your kids!

Home

Friday nights, 7.50pm to 10pm
Experience stargazing on a whole new level with free stargazing sessions at
the Omni Theatre. Let your children stay up a little later to look at
the stars (and the moon!) through a series of telescopes.
Call 6425 2500 for more information.

Saturday mornings, 9am to 11am
This Singapore fire station is the perfect place for the little ones to see fire
trucks, meet the firefighters and maybe even get the chance to watch
the firemen go down the pole.
Call 6332 2996 for more information.

Daily 8am to 7pm, except Mondays
The Jacob Ballas Children’s Garden is a long-time family favourite. Not only is
it completely free, it is home to various greenery and activities such as
the maze, treehouse and water play area among others - it’s a true
garden wonderland for the little ones!

Daily 7am to 7pm
Head down to Sungei Buloh Wetland Reserve to enjoy free guided tours
for families (they accommodate kiddies as young as three). Popular
among bird-watchers and photographers, its tranquil walking trails
are full of local wildlife.
Call 6794 1401 for more information.

All-day
Head north to the Woodlands Waterfront Park to enjoy the breeze and a
multi-generational playground. The park is ideal for cycling, having
a picnic or simply taking a walk. But you won’t go hungry as the jetty
is home to an airy Halal seafood restaurant.
Call 1800-471 7300 for more information.

Daily 6am to 12 midnight
Airports may generally be for holidays and farewells, but at Changi Airport’s
Terminal 3, you and your littlies can engage in displays that are not
only interactive and hands-on, but teach the young ones about
aviation and airplanes too.
Call 6595 6868 for more information.
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New Centre

Haven

MY World @ Upper Serangoon View

A Chat with the Principal
Mrs Ding Chan Tee

MY World @ Upper Serangoon View began its operations
in January 2016. We chat with Principal Ding Chan Tee to
know more about the newly opened centre.

We use a simple 3-step
” wonder-Discover-learn ”
cycle of learning.
- Mrs Ding Chan Tee, Principal of
MY World @ Upper Serangoon View

How was the opening of the new centre
commemorated?
The first groups of children celebrated the opening of the
centre and Chinese New Year together with CNY goodies.
The parents are very generous. One of them even baked
some special snacks for the children.

Haven
LEARN TO PLAY

“My Most gratify
ing moment
would always be
the time when
our graduate chil
dren come back
to visit us at ou
r centre.”
- Mrs Ding C
han Tee, Pri
ncipal of MY
World @ Up
per Serango
on View
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Share with us the teaching and learning approach
at MY World?
MY World adopts a learner-centred and inquiry approach
to teaching that engages children’s learning through active
participation, inquiry and reflection. We use a simple 3-step
“Wonder-Discover-Learn” cycle of learning. This cycle
ensures that teachers plan learning experiences to provide
children with opportunities to question and observe,
investigate and experiment, reflect and talk about their
learning. The children also have the time and space to
apply what they have learned in different contexts, such as
exploration at learning centres set up within the classroom,
small group activities and field trips.

Can you tell us about the centre?
The centre is air-conditioned and it has a unique in-built
water play learning corner for students to explore learning
in a fun setting. It features a Mimio projector allowing
teachers to interact with a computer on a standard
whiteboard. The centre started with two classes for four
and five-year-old children and opened up to three year olds
in March. There will be 44 students and 10 teachers by the
end of March.
Are there still vacancies? How can parents find out
more information about your centre?
Yes, there are still vacancies, but the intake of students will
be strictly based on the order of our waiting list. Parents
can find out more information about the centre through
phone enquiry at 6385 3461. For registration, parents may
register for their child at the centralised Child Care Link:
www.childcarelink.gov.sg

Mrs Ding Chan Tee

Principal of MY World
@ Upper Serangoon View

What keeps you interested in early childhood
education? How long have you been in this career?
I just transferred from MY World @ Hougang where I was
a principal at Hougang for 13 years. I have always enjoyed
working with children, understanding them and bringing
out the full learning potential in them. This passion has
brought me immense satisfaction through the 19 years of
my career in early childhood education.
What is it like to lead a newly established centre?
It has been a challenging yet interesting experience leading
a newly established centre. I have been encouraging a
strong teamwork culture among teachers to improve the
curriculum and the children’s welfare. I have also been
working closely with parents by involving them and gaining
their support in their children’s learning and development.
What are your aspirations for the centre?
I hope the centre will be a safe, conducive and memorable
place for all of our children to enjoy learning in. We will work
to ensure that the children will be well settled in our new
centre and that they enjoy learning under our teachers’
quality care and guidance.
Share with us your most gratifying moment as an
early childhood educator.
My most gratifying moment would always be the times
when our graduated children come back to visit us at our
centre.

“I Hope the centre will be a safe,
conducive and memorable place for all
of our children to enjoy learning in.”
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Refurbished Centre

Refurbished Centre

Haven

MY World @ Admiralty

MY World @ Admiralty

Haven

What Parents Say

“

The newly renovated centre opens up new opportunities
for my son & his fellow classmates to play and explore.
The new environment also stimulates and enhances the
children's learning and well-being through its open concept
& child-friendly design."
Valerie Ang
Child in N2

“

The teachers demonstrated passion, professionalism and
patience during the transition period. There is a sense of
security and pleasure in the new classroom. The newly
built Dramatic Play Area and Arts Centre will allow my child
to explore creativeness, and I look forward to continual
quality teaching by the passionate teachers.”

Refurbishment completed!
MY World @ Admiralty went through a recent
refurbishment from November 2 to December 15 last year
as part of rebranding and the continual effort to provide a
more comfortable environment and better-quality service
for both children and staff.
As the completion of the refurbishment coincided with
Christmas, the centre welcomed parents and children to
a double celebration over a mini buffet, games and gift
exchange session.
The smooth refurbishment would not have been possible
without the full support of parents, who agreed with the
arrangement to relocate their children to MY World @
Sembawang Drive.
During the relocation, teachers had a pep talk with the
children to prepare them for the move, while showing
them pictures of MY World @ Sembawang Drive to get
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them excited about the new experience.
The refurbishment will allow for a more positive learning
environment, where the children can be comfortable and
confident in their own learning, and become independent
problem solvers.

Tan Meini
Child in K2

Special attention is paid to the physical environment in
the centres such as the arrangement of furniture, and the
display and accessibility of learning resources and materials
to children of various age groups.
The refurbished centre will make it smoother for teachers
to plan activities using different teaching practices, such
as cooperative learning and small-group teaching to align
with MY World’s teaching approach – Wonder, Discover &
Learn.
To Register
Interested to enrol your child? Register your interest
at www.ChildCareLink.gov.sg

“

We like the open concept of the new centre. Our child
is happier at the new school.”
Duan Phuong Thanh
Child in N2

“

The environment is clean and pleasant to the eyes. There
are also new teaching materials that my child love.”
Albert Lim
Child in K1
MY
MY World
World Magazine
Magazine
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Happenings

experiential learning

A Big Day Out
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EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Bringing lessons to the great outdoors

have? Five plus two and two is nine dollars! Thanks!” said
one of the children when making payment.

picnic is quite an innocuous activity but used as a learning
experience it can teach children a range of vital skills for
later in life. Which is why a picnic excursion and exercise
at MY World @ Admiralty in January as part of Term 1’s
theme of “The World I Live In” had gotten the children all excited.

When learning how to prepare ingredients and make a
sandwich, they were asked to first estimate and determine
the amount of food they can finish, teaching them the
importance of taking only that which they can eat.

As part of the “Family and Friends” topic in Term 1’s theme
-- which is also designed to infuse the core value of respect
for self and others -- children at MY World @ Admiralty
went through the various steps involved in having a picnic.

Then, came the event the children were waiting for – the
picnic. Throughout it, the children discussed what they
learned and said, “We can help our daddies and mummies
to plan a picnic next time!” They displayed various skills
such as maths and transfer of knowledge from a previous
experience.

A

Teacher Fairose Mubarak Begam began with a reading of
a book called “Having a Picnic”. The children grew curious
about the sequence of events in the story and were able to
use their imagination to make predictions.

Happenings
SO MUCH MORE

The children made drawings
of their picnic setting,
allowing them to
express their thoughts and
ideas creatively.

The children made drawings of their ideal picnic setting,
allowing them to express their thoughts and ideas
creatively. They were given the opportunity to plan their
own picnic basket, where collective nouns (such as “a
bunch of grapes”) were introduced and they had to
rationalise the choice of items on their shopping list.
At the supermarket, they were introduced to the healthier
choice symbol, allowing them to make better choices
when selecting items. They learned to approach the staff
for assistance anytime they could not find an item on the
list. The exercise facilitated building communication and
teamwork.

After the picnic, some children assisted in clearing the
picnic area. They showed keen interest in learning how to
fold the mat and keeping the area clean for others. On the
other hand, some children put on their creative hats and
decorated pegs to create butterfly picnic bags.
The activity resulted in much incidental and experiential
learning that allowed the children to realise their strengths
and weaknesses. Teacher Fairose was able to use the
activity as a case study for all teachers. The children went
home having learnt a number of essential skills that they
would be able to implement into their daily lives.

The children learned that they had to look for the correct
aisle to find the item they were looking for. As the children
proceeded to pay for their items, they became more
familiar with counting money. “Let’s count how much we
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Highlights

Chinese New Year Celebrations

Happenings

Highlights

Happenings

Chinese New Year Celebrations

Celebrating the year of the monkey!
At MY World, we are committed to providing cultural development through fun activities and
excursions. Here we highlight the Chinese New Year celebrations at some of our centres.

A joyous Chinese New Year celebration at
MY World @ Ang Mo Kio Central.

Children from MY World @ Tampines
Central exploring around Chinatown.

Children from MY World @ Woodlands
enjoying some goodies at Chinatown.
A lion dance performance by the
children at MY World @ Bishan.

Chinese New Year celebration and presentation at MY World @
Yishun.
18
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Learning how to make cookies at
MY World @ Ang Mo Kio.

Parents and children making ‘Tang Yuan’ at
MY World @ Sims.

Showing off Chinese New Year souvenirs at MY World
@ Simei.
MY World
MY
WorldMagazine
Magazine
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New Centre

Coming Your Way in 2nd Quarter 2016!

MY World @ Teban Gardens
55 Teban Gardens Road
Singapore 600055

Existing
Upcoming

Call 6839 8188 (Monday - Friday, 9am - 5pm) or email ccadmin@myworld.org.sg
for more information. Register your interest at www.ChildCareLink.gov.sg

MY World Centres

Admiralty • Ang Mo Kio • Ang Mo Kio Central • Bishan • Boon Keng • Bukit Panjang • Canberra • Compassvale Ancilla •
Hougang • Kang Ching • Leng Kee • Pasir Ris • Sembawang Drive • Simei • Sims • Stevens • St. George’s • Tampines
Central • Tampines Changkat • Tampines North • Tiong Bahru View • Upper Serangoon View • Woodlands • Woodlands
Circle • Yishun • Yishun Northland

MY World Magazine

